Step Counters for Android
Pedometer & Weight Loss Coach



Just download for free and open.

 Built-in pedometer tracks your steps all day long whether your phone is in your
hand, in your pocket, in your jacket, on an armband or in your purse.

 Sync steps and calories with MyFitnessPal.
 Check all your history from the 'Trends' Tab.
 Support and encourage friends from the 'Groups' Tab.
 Track your weight from the 'Me' tab.
 Visit "Pedometer Preferences" and adjust Pedometer mode if the step counter is not
accurately recording your steps.

 If you use cleaning tools, add this app to the "ignore" list so that the step counter
doesn't get shut down.

 Everyone is different, so be sure to adjust the step counter sensitivity if needed.
 Weight and BMI tracking.
 Create walking groups with friends and family to compare steps, stay motivated and
fit.

Step Counter - Pedometer Free & Calorie Counter

 Free app to count your steps, accurately count the calories you burn and sync your
results with EasyFit Calorie Counter.









No Battery wasting.
No locked features.
Continuous step counting.
No login.
No GPS/Data collection.
Your privacy is 100% insured.
Badges - Earn up to 12 different badges as rewards for walking many steps and use
them as a motivational help tool. A badge for your current steps in that day will also
be showing in the widget that comes along with this step counter.

 Make sure you enter your data in the settings as accurately as possible to ensure
step counting accuracy.

 Feel free to experiment with the sensitivity settings and find what works best for
your lifestyle.

 Some phones with old systems do not allow counting while screen is of f, not able to


solve issue with app.
You can monitor previous 24 hour, weekly and monthly statistics in graph formation.

Walkmeter Walking and Hiking GPS Abvio

 Uses GPS to capture the distance of your walks and hikes.
 Includes audio and voice integration to keep you alerted and feedback on workout
stats.

 You can stop and start your workout with earphone remote or Siri commands.
 Listen and reply to messages your friends sent you from Facebook and Twitter while
you walk.

 Maps your walk, time, speed, distance, and pace as you walk.
 Many free trainings feature.
 Race against yourself on previous routes and try to improve performance.
 Training plans for 5k, 10k, and half marathon.
 You can design own workouts and sync with calendar to keep accountability.

Step Counters for iPhones
Pacer - Pedometer plus Weight Loss and BMI Tracker

 Download the free app that will help you get active, lose weight, live longer, and feel
better, any time anywhere.

 Works entirely from your phone with no additional setup.
 No login required, just download for free.
 Tracks your steps all day long whether your phone is in your hand, in your pocket, in
your jacket, on an armband or in your purse.

 Uses GPS to track walking, hiking, running, and cycling.
 Records steps, calories, distance, and active time.
 Track your weight and BMI over time, and correlate changes with your activity and
other vitals.

 Create walking groups with your friends and family to compare daily steps.
 Stay motivated and on track with day-by-day Goals.
 Track your blood pressure along with activity and weight.
 Create plans and set daily goals for yourself.
 New fun Adventure Challenges and outdoor routes
 Share your finisher’s certificate with family and friends directly onto your feed.
 Personalized unique fitness plans and guided workouts

Stepz: Pedometer & Step Counter for Tracking Steps & Calorie Counter



Free step count application.

 Automatically records your steps by using the Apple Motion Coprocessor.
 Very accurate.
 Runs in the background.
 Simple to use and sparks motivation.
 Very low battery drain.
 No GPS needed.
 Daily and hourly step values.
 Distance calculation.
 Set your daily steps goal or let Stepz set it for you.
 App icon badge shows your step count.
 Daily, weekly, monthly, and yearly step charts (available in the history view via the
top left button).

 Import your steps and floors climbed from the Apple Heal th app.
 Calculates your burned calories.
 Stepz Friends: Connect with your friends and see who makes the most steps per day.

Map My Walk by Under Armour – GPS walking & Workout Tracker

 Track and map every walk with Map My Walk.
 Provides audio feedback and stats to help to improve performance each mile you go.
 Discover new workout routes in your area.
 Share and save your favourite routes.
 Suitable for beginners on your first walk and for pros.
 Apart of a large community of 40 million members.
 Monitor and analyse heart rate zones to reach targets.
 No ads to keep distractions to a minimum allowing you to focus on your goals.
 Get inspired, reach new goals, stay on track, and keep motivated along the way.
 Choose from over 600 sports to log activity in other forms.
 In dept insights on every workout, including pace, distance, duration, calorie burn,
elevation and more.

 Monitor progress, set personal goals, you can adjust as you improve with each walk.
 Take control of nutrition by connecting with MyFitnessPal, to further enhance a
healthy lifestyle and further improve walking ability.

